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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
The command storm-control broadcast level 75 65 is configured
under the switch port connected to the corporate mail server.
In which three ways does this command impact the traffic?
(Choose three.)
A. The switchport is disabled when unicast traffic reaches 75%
of the total interface bandwidth.
B. SNMP traps are sent by default when broadcast traffic
reaches 65% of the lower-level threshold.
C. Only broadcast traffic is limited by this particular storm
control configuration.
D. The switch resumes forwarding broadcasts when they are below
65% of bandwidth.
E. Multicast traffic is dropped at 65% and broadcast traffic is
dropped at 75% of the total interface bandwidth.
F. The switch drops broadcasts when they reach 75% of
bandwidth.
Answer: C,D,F
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
In this case, the broadcast keyword was used so only broadcast
traffic is limited. Reference: http://
www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/lan/catalyst3550/softwar
e/release/12- 2_25_see/configuration/
guide/3550SCG/swtrafc.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
Salesforce.com processes any rules in what order?
A. 1. Validation rules
2. Assignment rules
3. Auto-response rules
4. Workflow rules (with immediate actions)
5. Escalation rules
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have recorded audio for a text caption in Captivate. You
want to remove the background noise that was recorded along
with the audio. What should you do?
A. Select the caption. In the Properties Inspector, under Audio
accordion, click Edit Audio. In the dialog, click Remove Noise.
B. In the Library, locate the audio clip. Right-click the clip
and select Remove Noise with Adobe Audition.
C. Select the caption. In the Properties Inspector, under Audio
accordion, click Edit Audio. In the dialog, click Edit with
Adobe Soundbooth.
D. Select the caption. In the Properties Inspector, under Audio

accordion, click Edit Audio. In the dialog, click Edit with
Adobe Audition.
Answer: D
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